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Abstract—As digital libraries and document images largely use in the network, how to retrieve them quickly become one of the key issues. This paper presents a hierarchical matching algorithm to achieve fast retrieval of document images. Firstly, we can quickly find the possible matching location through approximate string matching algorithms; and then, use this location as a reference point in the target image, extract sub-block which has the same size as template image and compute the correlation coefficient between sub-block and template image. According to correlation coefficient values, we can accurately know whether the template image’s information exist in the target document; finally, experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of the algorithm.
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1 Introduction

With the extensive use of image processing tools, such as digital cameras, fax machines, scanners and etc., we can handle document files or paper documents into digital images, which contain specific unique content features. If the main content of an image is document message, we can define this image as document image [1]. Document images mainly consist of different types of characters, electronic forms, images, and etc. In daily life, the document image can be seen everywhere. Document image retrieval, identification and other techniques have also been more extensive attention [2, 3]. As most of the document images adopt gray image coding method (such as JPEG), its data format and data stream is the same with the general form of continuous tone images, document image can utilize some conventional methods to preprocess the document images.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we want to introduce some document images problem and our ideas. In section III we present some of the related work. Section IV is the impartment part of our article in this paper. In Section V, we do some experiment. Section VI concludes and discusses some future work.

1.1 Problem Statements

There are some differences between document images and normal continuous tone images. As the characteristics of the source document image information and the impact of light and equipment, digitized document images is often a homogeneous, more concentrated distribution of gray scale images. [4] proposes a calculation of correlation coefficient method in the frequency domain, the article pointed out that if non-zero elements of the template image is less than 132, the use of frequency domain correlation can achieve better results. In this paper, we implemented the algorithm by MATLAB, and found that the location of the template image cannot find in the target image, so it is not a good method to deal with document images.

The key to quickly retrieve document image is achieving rapid matching keywords. Figure 1 shows our designed document images fast matching system. This system mainly consists of two parts, the one is document images pre-processing module and the other is document images fast matching module. The designed kernel algorithm of this paper is hierarchical algorithm for fast matching document images, just as show the red dashed line in Figure 1. In this part, we can see two subparts: approximate string matching and the calculation of correlation coefficient. Under the effect of the image processing tools, object images will occur some flips and deformation, in section 2.3, we will describe clearly. There will have a certain percentage of inconsistencies between the template image and the target image’s sub-image block which is corresponding to the template image block. When we locate the template image may appear in the target image, the need to further verify whether the template image is exactly the same as target image. In this step, we need to extract a sub-image from the target image, which has matched through approximate string matching, and then calculate the correlation coefficient $\delta$ between sub-images and template image. When $\delta > 0.9$ (experimental verification in this paper), we will be able to pinpoint the template image position in the target image. The algorithm accelerates the matching speed and matching accuracy.
2 Related work

At present, the precise image of document retrieval technology is generally through the OCR (Optical Character Recognition, OCR) system, which converts the document image into document file, and then to retrieve, but there are still some defects in OCR practical application of the Chinese search. [5], [6] proposed a content-based document image retrieval document, which does not require OCR to support document image retrieval. [7] proposed an method based on information measurement’s method to classify document images, but not effective retrieve the contents of the document images. [8] designed a practical multi-body English recognition system, the system can identify up to 260 kinds of fonts, recognition rate reached 99%, but cannot achieve dual recognition in Chinese and English. Wang Hong, a researchers of Dalian University of Technology, make a systematic analysis about the recognition of printed Chinese characters and realizes the automatic document image preprocessing and recognition, but this system cannot do well when the document images have largely characters. [9], [10] proposed a character search method in the document image, this method does not require layout analysis and the treatment of OCR technology. [11] proposed an algorithm that use Hausdorff distance to determine the degree of similarity between two documents images. The algorithm will set the feature information of the target document image and the template image into two point sets, X and Y, then calculation the Hausdorff distance of two point sets. If this distance is less than a threshold, the two images are similar. [12] made a certain modifications in [11] to adapt the support of the Chinese document images, speed up the Chinese document image retrieval efficiency.

3 Document image preprocessing

Most of the document processing systems are generally handled as a gray scale image. Paper documents enter into the computer through the input device are generally a color image document images. Colored images commonly use RGB color model to storage, and its every pixel is a vector (R, G, and B). The vector size of each pixel is 8 bits, that is, values between 0 and 255, we can use weighted average method to process the color image into a gray scale image.

3.1 The binarization of Gray scale images

In order to separate the document image’s words and its background, the binarization operation of gray image needs to be done. Usually we need to deal with document images is binary document images, and not gray scale images. In order to facilitate follow-up treatment, we need to convert the target image to binary black and white images. At present, there are many ripe gray scale images binarized algorithms for us to use [14, 15, and 16]. Mostly idea is that, the most critical part of gray scale document image is to determine the target document image gray threshold, and once we find the best gray scale document image threshold, can do binarization to the whole document images. When the gray value less than the gray level threshold, it will be set to 0, otherwise set to 1.

3.2 The tilt correction of document images

When scanning paper documents are not necessarily aligned with the scanning direction that may exist tilted. If the tilt angle is large, although the same content as the template and the target image, cannot match the hit. Therefore, we must do tilt correction to correct target image’s angle before do next step. The document images’ line is aligned, and its direction can be used as criteria for judging whether the document images are slanted. There are many ways to detect tilt, such as the Hough transform projection method [17, 18]. [19] proposed a smooth and linear based on a long tour fitting method, could find tilt angle very well. In this method, firstly, do horizontal and vertical run-length restoration; then, extract the skeleton line of document, that the center line of connected regions; last to find the sufficiently long center line and sampling, calculate the fitting line of these sampling points. According to the average slope of the line fitting, we know the titled angle of document images. Figure 1 shows the situation before and after the tilt detecting.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the document image matching
3.3 Correction of the document images' font size

Document images may have different resolutions. This reason will lead document images have some differences in them, such as Font size, scale and so on. We can adjust font size before matching, so that all the target document images and the template image have the same size of font size, will have better adaptability. We can separate the same font size of the image into several regions, to find the font size within each region, and adjust the same as the template’s font size. After finishing tilt correction, we can first find the text of all document areas and adjust the font size of each block to make it consistent with the font size of the template. Using projection and the recursive top-down method, we can be well divided document images into several areas [20]. In this paper, we use an improved top-down algorithm. Idea is that, we first do horizontal and vertical run-length restoration, let the separated strokes of Chinese character constitute to a connected region; and then calculate each row and column of black pixels, and if there is enough of a region of continuous blank lines or columns, where the image separately. Find out a continuous blank lines or columns in separate areas until we can’t separate any. The final area is the document block.

When the image was divided into several regions, we can determine the size of the document block characters. Each connected region by calculating the length and width of the characters, extract the length and width too large or too small in the connected region, they may be noise or non-character image. Take the mean length and width of the region as a connected block length and width of Chinese characters. If a small Chinese characters than the template can insert rows or columns to increase the length and width of Chinese characters. If the character is too large, it is desirable the mean number of rows or columns instead of multiple rows or columns, and finally to the size of each block of document similar to the template. The image separate into several blocks, we can match the image block as a unit in a block to find the specified model to improve the matching accuracy.

3.4 The influence of document image’s underlying code

When the conversion or transformation of image processing, the underlying code of images may cause occur flipping, which is commonly referred to as the image distortion. For a small number of flip the image, the impact is not great, but it is difficult to distinguish from distortion department. We can know that every image’s data see as an array, or a matrix, pixels arranged in rows and columns. Most of the document image is black and white images after the binarization of gray scale images, and the underlying code is composed by a string of 0 and 1. Figure 3 shows that the underlying code of images may occur flipping or offset and deformation. The red figures express the correlation coefficient of two images. Figure A does not occur deformation, Figure B, the underlying code occur 8 bits flipping; Figure C occur distorted 5 degree; Figure D occurred distorted 10 degrees, Figure E horizontal stretch of the original 105%, Figure F horizontal stretch 110%. It can be seen from the figure, although they are from the same source image, respectively, can be a very clear difference with the original. If we compare the underlying code one by one to determine whether come from the same picture, the judgment of results may not match. Therefore, we require more robust algorithm to support.

Figure 3. The impact of the underlying code (flipping, rotating, stretching), r is the correlation coefficient. A is a normal picture, B is flipped by 8 bits, C is rotated by 5 degree, D is rotated by 10 degree, E is stretched by 105%, and F is stretching by 110%
4 Hierarchical Fast Matching Algorithm

This paper presents a hierarchical algorithm to combine approximate string matching and the calculation of correlation coefficient together, experimental results show that this algorithm can obtain better results. [21] referred to a match with the sliding window algorithm that continuously sliding mode string compare string with the target model will be a larger increase in the complexity of computation is not suitable for large-scale real-time image matching. Our article designed method has high accuracy and fast speed. The algorithm is based on the following principles: we first find the pattern image in the target image that may arise about the location, and then pinpoint the exact location of the image pattern in order to avoid looking in the whole image.

4.1 Approximate string matching algorithm

Approximate string matching algorithm is a flexible string matching algorithms, allows the target string and sub-pattern string have inconsistencies. We extract a line of data from the template image, and use it compare with target image line by line, looking for sub-Mode string may appear in the target image position. Approximate string matching algorithm is a simple change based on string matching algorithm. Through the study found that the target image in the scanning process, the underlying code may have reversal, stretch and other distortion. It will hard to match if we use normal string comparison algorithm. Approximate string matching algorithms allows the entire string flip a certain number of bits to the maximum possible for a matching sub-pattern mode string. If the sub-pattern string can find in the target image, we requires the second step that the calculation of correlation coefficient, to confirm the exact matching.

We extracted a scan line of data from the template as sub-mode string. Comparison of the location of target mode string is the first line from the template image began, and then extracts one by one and compares with sub-string pattern. If the occurrence of child pattern string matching the target string, the program will return the matching position, including the rows and columns. We only know that the location is the template image may appear in the target image; otherwise, over this matching process. Figure 3 was allowed errors and does not allow errors string matching algorithm pseudo code, \( \xi \) is matching error. We can achieve rapidly matching both English and Chinese document image. By experiment, the English document image has a low probability of occurrence of distortion, while the Chinese document image is not the same, because of its shape structure is
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Figure 4. String matching algorithm pseudo-code: (a) exactly match; (b) approximate matching
complicated, and the probability of occurrence may have a greater likelihood of deformation. Therefore, Chinese document images need to be more broad tolerance, Figure 4 (a) shows the accurately string matching algorithms that the probability of deformation occurs relatively small, such as English documents; Figure 4 (b) shows the approximate string matching algorithms, we adjust the size of $\varepsilon$ to meet the feature of document images. It is obvious that, the error $\varepsilon$ smaller, the efficiency of the algorithm can obtain higher efficiency.

After pretreatment, we can get the black and white document images (binary images), through analysis, encoding of the document image from the bottom string of 0 or 1, each document image has a unique serial code of 0 or 1. In the string comparison process, the middle scan line is selected as sub-model string from the template, definitely not composed of all white pixels. Recalling call Libtiff library’s TIFFReadScanline function to read the target line as the target image’s data string [22]. One by one with the pattern string comparison with the target string to see if it matches, the matching algorithm is to allow a certain number of bits of inconsistency, if the match go to the next step, or transferred to the next template until all templates are compared with the end.

4.2 Document image’s correlation coefficient

Document image’s correlation coefficient can be used to determine the consistency of the two images. [4] proposed a normal images matching method, but this is not good for document images. As including very large amount of information, it is difficult to achieve efficient matching for document images. Our algorithm can overcome this defect, through approximate string matching algorithms, we can find the template image’s possible position in the target image, then extract the corresponding image block as target data block, and calculate the correlation coefficient between the target data block and template data. If the correlation coefficient less than threshold $\delta$ (0.9), we think that target image have not template image’s information. $M \times N$ image $f(x, y)$ as target image, and $J \times K$ sub-picture $p(x, y)$ is template image. The correlation between $f$ and $p$ can be expressed as:

$$c(x, y) = \sum_{s=0}^{K} \sum_{t=0}^{J} p(s, t) f(x + s, y + t)$$

(1)

Where, $x = 0, 1, 2... N - K$, $y = 0, 1, 2... M - J$. Before matching, $p$ is set to the origin of upper left corner of sub-image, coincides with the target image’s upper left corner. $c(x, y)$ is to calculate the dot product sum of the corresponding pixel between the template image $p$ and sub-image which is covered by $p$ in object image $f$. Then, we can know correlation coefficient between the two images. when the correlation coefficient greater than a predetermined threshold $\delta$, the sub-image and target images occur matching, otherwise, point by point move $p(x, y)$ until the match ended.

Correlation coefficient can find the position of the entire template image’s location in the target image $f(x, y)$. But in terms of normal application, In order to reduce unnecessary the computational load, we only judge the target image $f(x, y)$ whether contains template image’s information, and no need to find all the matching location. Therefore, we can be a sub-image $p$ as stored by row or by column vector, the calculation process will be covered by the graphics area $p$ as the vector stored in the same way, through this transformation, we can calculate the angle between the two vectors, and their values, when exactly the same direction of two vectors, the value is 1, the correlation coefficient is converted into a dot product between two vectors operations, such as (2) below:

$$\vec{a} \cdot \vec{b} = |\vec{a}| |\vec{b}| \cos \theta$$

(2)

The calculation of the corresponding correlation coefficient between the images as:

$$c(x, y) = \frac{\sum_{s=0}^{K} \sum_{t=0}^{J} p(s, t) f(x + s, y + t)}{\left[ \sum_{s=0}^{K} \sum_{t=0}^{J} w^2(s, t) \right]^{1/2}}$$

(3)

In this article, we only operate the binary image, (3) can do something to simplify calculation of the equivalent, (3) simplified into equation (4). Template image’s calculation is equivalent to calculate the number of black pixels, marked with the $\text{sum}_1(p)$. While $f \cdot p$ expresses sub image that is covered by $p$. $\text{sum}_1(f \cdot p)$ means sub-image’s the number of 1. The numerator calculates the number of 1 in matrix, which is the dot product of $p$ and $f \cdot p$.

$$c(x, y) = \frac{\text{sum}_1(r \cdot f \cdot s)}{\left[ \text{sum}_1(p) \cdot \text{sum}_1(f \cdot p) \right]^{1/2}}$$

(4)
When the image occurs a small perturbation, the target image and the template image’s correlation coefficient will not be less than 0.9 (the correlation coefficient's threshold is 0.9 in this paper). If the document of the image’s correlation coefficient larger than 0.9, we think we find the position of the template image in target images.

Because target image is binary image, we pass through rewriting the above formula, to avoid a large number of multiplication operations, using the same add operation, improve the calculation speed.

5 Experiment

This experimental environment is running: Ubuntu10.10 operating system, CPU Core Duo dual-core frequency of 2.2GHz. Need to install open source software for spandsp3.8 terminal, Libtiff4.0 image processing library, there is no specific requirement on computer hardware.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Made in the template, we can take two methods. The first method, selected from the target image representative of the sub-image block as a template images, produced by this template method can filter the same image on the server; the second method, we can be interested in the text, made into a standard template, into the template library, this template method of making complex than the first method, but the application of a higher demand for its main text Image classification and retrieval. After selecting the template, the same need for a pretreatment. Doing approximate string matching, we extract the middle line from template as a model string, there are two main reasons: First, it can shield the error caused by the producers of the template; second, when the template image of the scan line is all white pixels, the template will be matched with all the images, so failure. After having the template, we will need to put the template and the corresponding information into the template library, the template information is mainly the length of the template, the width of the template, the template vector set of eigenvalues and storage path.

5.1 Text Detection

![Text Detection](image)

This paper experiment used the document images mainly composed of two types of images: the English and Chinese images document image. As shown in Table 1, Image1 is a class of English document images; Image2 is a class of Chinese document images. Figure 5 shows the template and target images’ match the diagram. Through experiments we can draw two conclusions: 1, for the same size of the two images, the English document image matching algorithm is faster than the Chinese image, this reason is that English document images have simple structure. English document images’ correlation Coefficient is closed to 1, while the Chinese has a certain deformation of the image; 2, we design the hierarchical matching algorithm is significantly better than traditional methods.
6 CONCLUSION

This paper mainly studies how to solve document images fast matching’s the problem. It mainly contains two issues: (1) how to quickly find the template image that it may appear in the location of the target image; (2) How to calculate the correlation coefficient between matched sub-images and the template image.

Pointing to document images fast matching’s the problem, this paper proposes a hierarchical algorithm for images fast matching to solve it. Firstly, we use approximate string matching algorithm to quickly find the template image's position that it may appear in the target document image. Secondly, we determine the two sub-images determine whether exactly matching by computing their correlation coefficient. Finally, we validate the method by experiment, and the experiments show that the method performs very well.
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